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A Companion to Persius and Juvenal 2012-11-29

A companion to persius and juvenal breaks new ground in its in depth focus on both authors as satiric successors. Detailed individual contributions suggest original perspectives on their work and provide an in depth exploration of persius and juvenal afterlives. Provides detailed and up to date guidance on the texts and contexts of persius and juvenal. Offers substantial discussion of the reception of both authors reflecting some of the most innovative work being done in contemporary classics. Contains a thorough exploration of persius and juvenal afterlives.

A Companion to Persius and Juvenal 2012-10-22

A companion to persius and juvenal breaks new ground in its in depth focus on both authors as satiric successors. Detailed individual contributions suggest original perspectives on their work and provide an in depth exploration of persius and juvenal afterlives. Provides detailed and up to date guidance on the texts and contexts of persius and juvenal. Offers substantial discussion of the reception of both authors reflecting some of the most innovative work being done in contemporary classics. Contains a thorough exploration of persius and juvenal afterlives.

Satires of Rome 2001-10-25

Provides a complete and socially and politically contextualised survey of roman verse satire.
A Companion to Aristophanes 2024-04-02

provides a comprehensive and systematic treatment of the life and work of Aristophanes. A companion to Aristophanes provides an invaluable set of foundational resources for undergraduates, graduate students, and scholars alike. More than a basic reference text, this innovative volume situates each of Aristophanes surviving plays within discussion of key themes relevant to the study of the Aristophanic corpus throughout. The companion an international panel of contributors incorporates material culture and performance context offers methodological and theoretical insights into the study of Aristophanes. Demonstrates the relevance of Aristophanes to modern life and more. Each chapter focused on a particular play is paired with a theme that is exemplified by that play such as gender, sexuality, religion, ritual, and satire. With an emphasis on understanding Greek comedy and its ancient Athenian context, the text includes approaches to Aristophanes through criticism, performance, translation, and teaching. To encourage and inform future work on Greek comedy, illustrating the vitality of contemporary engagement with one of the world's great literary figures. This comprehensive volume helps new readers and teachers of Aristophanes appreciate the broader importance of each play within the study of antiquity. Offers sophisticated analyses of the Aristophanic corpus and its place in literary and cultural history. Includes chapters focused on teaching Aristophanes, including one emphasizing performance. Provides detailed syllabi and lesson plans for integrating the material into high school and college curricula. A Companion to Aristophanes is an essential resource for advanced students and instructors in Classics, Ancient Literature, Comparative Literature, and Ancient Drama and Theater. It is also a must-have reference for academic scholars, university libraries, non-specialist classicists, and other literary critics researching ancient drama and sophisticated general readers interested in Aristophanes, Greek drama, Classical Athens, or the ancient Mediterranean world.

Lucan's Imperial World 2020-02-06

These new essays comprise the first collective study of Lucan and his epic poem that focuses specifically on points of contact between his text and the cultural, literary, and historical environments in which he lived and wrote. Lucan's Civil War, Lucan's poetic narrative of the monumental civil war between Julius Caesar and Pompey Magnus explores the violent foundations of the Roman Principate and the Julio-Claudian dynasty. The poem composed more than a century later during the reign of Nero thus recalls the past while being very much a product of its time. This volume offers innovative readings that seek to interpret Lucan's epic in terms of the contemporary politics, philosophy, literature, rhetoric, geography, and cultural memory of the author's lifetime. In doing so, these studies illuminate how approaching Lucan and his text in light of their contemporary environments enriches our understanding of author, text, and context individually and in conversation with each other.

Juvenal, Persius 1961

A lively and accessible guide to the rich literary, philosophical, and artistic achievements of the notorious age of Nero.

The Cambridge Companion to the Age of Nero 2017-11-09
satire as a distinct genre of writing was first developed by the romans in the second century bce regarded by them as uniquely their own satire held a special place in the roman imagination as the one genre that could address the problems of city life from the perspective of a real roman in this cambridge companion an international team of scholars provides a stimulating introduction to roman satire s core practitioners and practices placing them within the contexts of greco roman literary and political history besides addressing basic questions of authors content and form the volume looks to the question of what satire does within the world of greco roman social exchanges and goes on to treat the genre s further development reception and translation in elizabethan england and beyond included are studies of the prosimetric menippean satires that would become the models of rabelais erasmus more and narrative satire s crowning jewel swift

The Cambridge Companion to Roman Satire 2005-05-12

an authoritative overview and helpful resource for students and scholars of roman history and latin literature during the reign of nero the first book of its kind to treat this era which has gained in popularity in recent years makes much important research available in english for the first time features a balance of new research with established critical lines offers an unusual breadth and range of material including substantial treatments of politics administration the imperial court art archaeology literature and reception studies includes a mix of established scholars and groundbreaking new voices includes detailed maps and illustrations

A Companion to the Neronian Age 2013-05-03

this volume from an innovative scholar of latin literature and greek old comedy distills the modern corpus of scholarship on roman satire presenting the genre in particular through the themes of literary ambition self fashioning and poetic afterlife

Roman Satire 2022-06-13

several decades of scholarship by now have demonstrated that roman thinkers have developed in new and stimulating directions the systems of thought they inherited from the greeks and that taken together they offer a range of perspectives that are of philosophical interest in their own right this collection of essays pursues a maximally inclusive approach covering not only authors such as augustine but also poets or historians it pays attention to the mode in which these works were written giving rhetoric too its due and their often conscious reflections on the process of translating or transferring greek ideas to roman contexts

The Oxford Handbook of Roman Philosophy 2023-03-24

selfhood and the soul is a collection of new and original essays in honor of christopher gill emeritus professor of ancient thought at the university of exeter all of the essays in the volume contribute to a shared project the exploration of ancient concepts of self and soul understood in a broad sense and as in the work of the honor and
himself they are distinguished by a diversity of approach and subject matter ranging widely across disciplinary boundaries to cover ancient philosophy psychology medical writing and literary criticism they can be read separately or together taking the reader on a journey through topics and themes as varied as money love hope pleasure rage free will metempsychosis roman imperialism cookery and the underworld yet all committed to examining central issues about the experience of being a person and the question of how best to live the international line up of contributors includes many established figures in the disciplines of classical literature ancient philosophy and ancient medicine as well as several younger scholars all have been inspired by christopher gill s contributions to scholarly research in these fields and their collective work aspires to honor through imitation his remarkable combination of range with focus

Selfhood and the Soul 2017

a companion to latin literature gives an authoritative account of latin literature from its beginnings in the thirdcentury bc through to the end of the second century ad provides expert overview of the main periods of latin literary history major genres and key themes covers all the major latin works of prose and poetry from ennius to augustine including lucretius ciceron catullus livy vergil seneca and apuleius includes invaluable reference material dictionary entries on authors chronological chart of political and literary history and an annotated bibliography serves as both a discursive literary history and a general reference book

A Companion to Latin Literature 2008-04-15

the cambridge critical guide to latin literature offers a critical overview of work on latin literature where are we how did we get here where to next fifteen commissioned chapters along with an extensive introduction and mary beard s postscript approach these questions from a range of angles they aim not to codify the field but to give snapshots of the discipline from different perspectives and to offer provocations for future development the critical guide aims to stimulate reflection on how we engage with latin literature texts tools and territories are the three areas of focus the guide situates the study of classical latin literature within its global context from late antiquity to neo latin moving away from an exclusive focus on the pre 200 ce corpus it recalibrates links with adjoining disciplines history philosophy material culture linguistics political thought greek and takes a fresh look at key tools editing reception intertextuality theory


the first of its kind a companion to ancient aesthetics presents a synoptic view of the arts which crosses traditional boundaries and explores the aesthetic experience of the ancients across a range of media oral aural visual and literary investigates the many ways in which the arts were experienced and conceptualized in the ancient world explores the aesthetic experience of the ancients across a range of media treating literary oral aural and visual arts together in a single volume presents an integrated perspective on the major themes of ancient aesthetics which challenges traditional demarcations raises questions about the similarities and differences between ancient and modern ways of thinking about the place of art in society
A Companion to Ancient Aesthetics 2015-04-28

A companion to Josephus presents a collection of readings from international scholars that explore the works of the first century Jewish historian Flavius Josephus. This represents the first single volume collection of readings to focus on Josephus and covers a wide range of disciplinary approaches to the subject including reception history. The book features contributions from 29 eminent scholars in the field from four continents, revealing important insights into the Jewish and Roman worlds at the moment when Christianity was gaining ground as a movement. It was named an outstanding academic title of 2016 by Choice Magazine, a publication of the American Library Association.

A Companion to Josephus 2015-10-27

This new collection presents a rich selection of innovative scholarship on the Etruscans, a vibrant independent people whose distinct civilization flourished in central Italy for most of the first millennium BCE and whose artistic, social, and cultural traditions helped shape the ancient Mediterranean, European, and classical worlds. It includes contributions from an international cast of both established and emerging scholars, offering fresh perspectives on Etruscan art and culture. The collection analyzes the latest research and archaeological discoveries, reassesses and evaluates traditional topics like architecture, wall painting, ceramics, and sculpture, as well as new ones such as textile archaeology. It also addresses themes that have yet to be thoroughly investigated in the scholarship, such as the obesus Etruscus, the function and use of jewelry at different life stages, Greek and Roman topoi about the Etruscans, the Etruscan reception of ponderation, and more. It counters the claim that the Etruscans were culturally inferior to the Greeks and Romans by emphasizing fields where the Etruscans were either technological or artistic pioneers and by reframing similarities in style and iconography as examples of Etruscan agency and reception rather than as a deficit of local creativity.

A Companion to the Etruscans 2015-12-09

A companion to Roman Italy investigates the impact of Rome in all its forms—political, cultural, social, and economic—upon Italy's various regions as well as the extent to which unification occurred as Rome became the capital of Italy. The collection presents new archaeological data relating to the sites of Roman Italy. Contributions discuss new theories of how to understand cultural change in the Italian peninsula and combine detailed case studies of particular sites with wider-ranging thematic chapters. Leading contributors not only make accessible the most recent work on Roman Italy but also offer fresh insight on long-standing debates.

A Companion to Roman Italy 2016-01-05

A companion to Greek Architecture provides an expansive overview of the topic including design, engineering, and construction as well as theory, reception, and lasting impact. It covers both sacred and secular structures and focuses on architectural decoration such as sculpture, interior design, floor mosaics, and wall painting. It makes use of new research from computer-driven technologies, the study of inscriptions, and archaeological evidence, and recently excavated buildings. It brings together original scholarship from an esteemed group of archaeologists and art historians and presents the most up-to-date English language coverage of Greek architecture.
architecture in several decades while also sketching out important areas and structures in need of further research

A Companion to Greek Architecture 2016-06-13

a delightful look at the epic literary history of the short poetic genre of the epigram from nestor’s inscribed cup to tombstones bathroom walls and twitter tweets the ability to express oneself concisely and elegantly continues to be an important part of literary history unlike any other this book examines the entire history of the epigram from its beginnings as a purely epigraphic phenomenon in the greek world where it moved from being just a note attached to physical objects to an actual literary form of expression to its zenith in late 1st century rome and further through a period of stagnation up to its last blooming just before the beginning of the dark ages a companion to ancient epigram offers the first ever full scale treatment of the genre from a broad international perspective the book is divided into six parts the first of which covers certain typical characteristics of the genre examines aspects that are central to our understanding of epigram and discusses its relation to other literary genres the subsequent four parts present a diachronic history of epigram from archaic greece hellenistic greece and latin and greek epigrams at rome all the way up to late antiquity with a concluding section looking at the heritage of ancient epigram from the middle ages up to modern times provides a comprehensive overview of the history of the epigram the first single volume book to examine the entire history of the genre scholarly interest in greek and roman epigram has steadily increased over the past fifty years looks at not only the origins of the epigram but at the later literary tradition a companion to ancient epigram will be of great interest to scholars and students of literature world literature and ancient and general history it will also be an excellent addition to the shelf of any public and university library

A Companion to Ancient Epigram 2018-12-13

a comprehensive review of the development geographic spread and cultural influence of religion in late antiquity a companion to religion in late antiquity offers an authoritative and comprehensive survey of religion in late antiquity this historical era spanned from the second century to the eighth century of the common era with contributions from leading scholars in the field the companion explores the evolution and development of religion and the role various religions played in the cultural political and social transformations of the late antique period the authors examine the theories and methods used in the study of religion during this period consider the most notable historical developments and reveal how religions spread geographically the authors also review the major religious traditions that emerged in late antiquity and include reflections on the interaction of these religions within their particular societies and cultures this important companion brings together in one volume the work of a notable team of international scholars explores the principal geographical divisions of the late antique world offers a deep examination of the predominant religions of late antiquity examines established views in the scholarly assessment of the religions of late antiquity includes information on the current trends in late antique scholarship on religion written for scholars and students of religion a companion to religion in late antiquity offers a comprehensive survey of religion and the influence religion played in the culture politics and social change during the late antique period

A Companion to Religion in Late Antiquity 2018-05-03
A Companion to Greco-Roman and Late Antique Egypt 2019-03-19

covers the major languages language families and writing systems attested in the ancient near east filled with enlightening chapters by noted experts in the field this book introduces ancient near eastern ane languages and language families used during the time period of roughly 3200 bce to the second century ce in the areas of egypt the levant eastern anatolia mesopotamia and iran in addition to providing grammatical sketches of the respective languages the book focuses on socio linguistic questions such as language contact diglossia the development of literary standard languages and the development of diplomatic languages or linguae francae it also addresses the interaction of ancient near eastern languages with each other and their roles within the political and cultural systems of ane societies presented in five parts the companion to ancient near eastern languages provides readers with in depth chapter coverage of the writing systems of ane starting with their decipherment it looks at the emergence of cuneiform writing the development of egyptian writing in the fourth and early third millennium bci and the emergence of alphabetic scripts the book also covers many of the individual languages themselves including sumerian egyptian akkadian hittite pre and post exilic hebrew phoenician ancient south arabian and more provides an overview of all major language families and writing systems used in the ancient near east during the time period from the beginning of writing approximately 3200 bce to the second century ce end of cuneiform writing addresses how the individual languages interacted with each other and how they functioned in the societies that used them written by leading experts on the languages and topics the companion to ancient near eastern languages is an ideal book for undergraduate students and scholars interested in ancient near eastern cultures and languages or certain aspects of these languages

A Companion to Ancient Near Eastern Languages 2020-02-25

a companion to science technology and medicine in ancient greece and rome brings a fresh perspective to the study of these disciplines in the ancient world with 60 chapters examining these topics from a variety of critical and technical perspectives brings a fresh perspective to the study of science technology and medicine in the ancient world with 60 chapters examining these topics from a variety of critical and technical perspectives begins coverage in 600 bce and includes sections on the later roman empire and beyond featuring discussion of
the transmission and reception of these ideas into the renaissance investigates key disciplines concepts and movements in ancient science technology and medicine within the historical cultural and philosophical contexts of greek and roman society organizes its content in two halves the first focuses on mathematical and natural sciences the second focuses on cultural applications and interdisciplinary themes 2 volumes

A Companion to Science, Technology, and Medicine in Ancient Greece and Rome, 2 Volume Set 2019-12-05

this volume explores the theme of marginality in the literature and history of the neronian and flavian periods as a concept of modern criticism the term marginality has been applied to the connection between the uprooted experience of immigrant communities and the subsequent diasporas these groups formed in their new homes the concept also covers individuals or groups who were barred from access to resources and equal opportunities based on their deviation from a normal or dominant culture or ideology from a literary vantage point we are interested in the voices of marginal or underappreciated authors and critical voices the distinction between marginalia and the text is often nebulous with marginal comments making their way into the paradosis and being regarded in modern criticism as important sources of information in their own right the analysis of relevant passages from various authors including lucan petronius persius philo of alexandria pliny the elder silius italicus and status as well as the moretum of the appendix vergiliana is vital for our understanding of the treatment of marginalized people in various literary genres in relation to each one s different purposes

Dynamics Of Marginality 2023-04-27

argues that juvenal actively concealed his own authorship from his satires in response to a dangerous political climate

Juvenal and the Poetics of Anonymity 2017-11-23

the art of veiled speech offers new insights into the historical origins of self censorship used to temper controversial views revealing that the human voice cannot easily be silenced

The Art of Veiled Speech 2015-09-18

papers in honour of carin m c green 1948 2015 are presented under 3 headings 1 greek philosophy history and historiography 2 latin literature history and historiography and 3 greco roman material culture religion and literature
in classical latin luxuria means desire for luxury it is linked with the ideas of excess and deviation from a standard it is in most cases labelled as a vice which contrasts with the innate frugal nature of the romans latin authors do not see it as endemic but as an import from the east in the aftermath of military conquests and as a cause of fatal decline following these etymological and semantic origins roman luxuria a literary and cultural history discusses the influence of greek culture on the roman concept and the peculiar characteristics of roman luxuria it analyses roman views on luxuria through close readings in historical order from cato the elder who regards luxuria as the opposite of the ideal roman way of life to the christian poet prudentius who represents it in an allegorical fight with sobriety the book attends both to key authors and to wider literary genres such as historiography and satire particular consideration is given to the rhetorical device of personification which can be traced from the first appearances of luxuria in latin literature to those of late antiquity berno devotes detailed attention to seneca the younger whose work is often preoccupied with this passion seneca both defends himself from the charge of luxuria and violently attacks it in others describing it as the archenemy of a philosophical life along the centuries the focus on luxuria shifts from the economic sphere and the waste of money to the erotic to the extent that in the christian world it becomes one of the seven capital sins representing the vice of lust

The Oxford History of Classical Reception in English Literature 2012

the oxford history of classical reception ohcrel is designed to offer a comprehensive investigation of the numerous and diverse ways in which literary texts of the classical world have stimulated responses and refashioning by english writers covering the full range of english literature from the early middle ages to the present day ohcrel both synthesizes existing scholarship and presents cutting edge new research employing an international team of expert contributors for each of the five volumes ohcrel endeavours to interrogate rather than inertly reiterate conventional assumptions about literary periods the processes of canon formation and the relations between literary and non literary discourse it conceives of reception as a complex process of dialogic exchange and rather than offering large cultural generalizations it engages in close critical analysis of literary texts it explores in detail the ways in which english writers engagement with classical literature casts as much light on the classical originals as it does on the english writers own cultural context this second volume and third to appear in the series covers the years 1558 1660 and explores the reception of the ancient genres and authors in english renaissance literature engaging with the major and many of the minor writers of the period including shakespeare marlowe spenser and jonson separate chapters examine the renaissance institutions and contexts which shape the reception of antiquity and an annotated bibliography provides substantial material for further reading
than inertly reiterate conventional assumptions about literary periods the processes of canon formation and the relations between literary and non literary discourse it conceives of reception as a complex process of dialogic exchange and rather than offering large cultural generalizations it engages in close critical analysis of literary texts it explores in detail the ways in which english writers engagement with classical literature casts as much light on the classical originals as it does on the english writers own cultural context this second volume and third to appear in the series covers the years 1558 1660 and explores the reception of the ancient genres and authors in english renaissance literature engaging with the major and many of the minor writers of the period including shakespeare marlowe spenser and jonson separate chapters examine the renaissance institutions and contexts which shape the reception of antiquity and an annotated bibliography provides substantial material for further reading

The Oxford History of Classical Reception in English Literature 2015-10-29

in this first comprehensive reading of juvenal s satires in more than fifty years david h j larmour deftly revises and sharpens our understanding of the second century roman writer who stands as the archetype for all later practitioners of the satirist s art the enduring attraction of juvenal s satires is twofold they not only introduce the character of the angry satirist but also offer vivid descriptions of everyday life in rome at the height of the empire in larmour s interpretation these two elements are inextricably linked the arena of satire presents the satirist as flaneur traversing the streets of rome in search of its authentic core those distinctly roman virtues that have disappeared amid the corruption of the age what the vengeful punishing satirist does to his victims as larmour shows echoes what the roman state did to outcasts and criminals in the arena of the colosseum the fact that the arena was the most prominent building in the city and is mentioned frequently by juvenal makes it an ideal lens through which to examine the spectacular and punishing characteristics of roman satire and the fact that juvenal undertakes his search for the uncorrupted authentic rome within the very buildings and landmarks that make up the actual corrupt rome of his day gives his sixteen satires their uniquely paradoxical and contradictory nature larmour s exploration of the arena of satire guides us through juvenal s search for the true rome winding from one poem to the next he combines close readings of passages from individual satires with discussions of juvenal s representation of roman space and topography the nature of the arena experience and the network of connections among the satirist the gladiator and the editor or producer of colosseum entertainments the arena of satire also offers a new definition of juvenalian satire as a particular form arising from the intersection of the body and the urban landscape a form whose defining features survive in the works of several later satirists from jonathan swift and evelyn waugh to contemporary writers such as russian novelist victor pelevin and irish dramatist martin mcdonagh

Wee Little Irish Drinking Companion 2007-02

the oxford history of poetry in english is designed to offer a fresh multi voiced and comprehensive analysis of poetry from anglo saxon culture through contemporary british irish american and global culture including english scottish and welsh poetry anglo american colonial and post colonial poetry and poetry in canada australia new zealand the caribbean india africa asia and other international locales the series both synthesises existing scholarship and presents cutting edge research employing a global team of expert contributors for each of the volumes sixteenth century british poetry features a history of the birth moment of modern english poetry in
greater detail than previous studies it examines the literary transitions institutional contexts artistic practices and literary genres within which poets compose their works each chapter combines an orientation to its topic and a contribution to the field specifically the volume introduces a narrative about the advent of modern english poetry from skelton to spenser attending to the events that underwrite the poets achievements humanism reformation monarchism and republicanism colonization print and manuscript theatre science and companionate marriage featured are metre and form figuration and allusiveness and literary career as well as a wide range of poets from wyatt surrey and isabella whitney to ralegh drayton and mary herbert major works discussed include sidney s astrophil and stella spenser s faerie queene marlowe s hero and leander and shakespeare s sonnets

The Arena of Satire 2016-01-04

based on author s dissertation columbia univ 2011

The Oxford History of Poetry in English 2022-03-31

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy

The Invisible Satirist 2015

this collection of twenty nine original essays surveys satire from its emergence in western literature to the present tracks satire from its first appearances in the prophetic books of the old testament through the renaissance and the english tradition in satire to michael moore s satirical moviefahrenheit 9 11 highlights the important influence of the bible in the literary and cultural development of western satire focused mainly on major classical and european influences on and works of english satire but also explores the complex and fertile cultural cross semination within the tradition of literary satire

Juvenal and Persius 2013-01-28

introduction to twelve authors from classical antiquity whose works still address some of our most fundamental concerns in the world today

A Companion to Satire 2008-04-15
barbed and vivid details in juvenal s satiric poetry reveal a highly complex critique of the breakdown of traditional roman values

Twelve Voices from Greece and Rome 2014

Making Men Ridiculous 2018
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